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INTRODUCTION 

In 2013, WelcomeBC introduced the Welcoming Communities Program “to increase the capacity of communities 

to support the integration of immigrants in BC”1 by: 

• improving access to community services;  
• supporting the development of intercultural relationships and mutual trust;  
• supporting welcoming and inclusive workplaces;  
• creating welcoming and inclusive spaces in the community 

“Integration is a two-way process, which involves commitment on the part of Immigrants and 

Refugees to adapt to life in Canada and on the part of Canadians to welcome and adapt to 

new people and cultures.”   
Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training, WelcomeBC 

As one of 51 participating British Columbia communities, Surrey is experiencing rapid growth which includes a 

25% increase in its immigrant population since 2006. 40% of current Surrey residents report being born outside 

of Canada; a trend in many regions across the country. 

The Surrey Welcoming Communities Committee, a Steering Committee comprised of 25+ business, government, 

mainstream organizations and community service providers, came together to identify the barriers and 

challenges faced by new immigrants and refugees as they integrate into the neighbourhoods of Surrey. 

Committee members then developed seven projects and initiatives to address these challenges. This Surrey 

Welcoming Spaces Project is one of these and has been designed to assist organizations to create spaces and 

places that are welcoming to all. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

For the Surrey Welcoming Spaces project, newcomers were recruited to ‘review’ spaces and places across the 

City. These places represent various services or spaces a newcomer would use or visit over a continuum of time 

while settling into Surrey and range from service to education, recreation and retail.  The Reviewers were asked 

to look for ‘best’ or promising practices, outlined in this final report, in order to showcase what is already 

happening while giving ideas to other businesses and organizations on two-way integration which is inclusive 

and welcoming. Trained on how to review, they were encouraged to observe through their international lens.   

Reviewers visited 30 organizations and using a standardized assessment tool (Appendix 1) provided their 

perspectives and opinions on the welcoming nature of each location. Reviewers feedback was specific to both 

                                                                 
1 Community projects help welcome newcomers to B.C.: British Columbia Newsroom, February 18, 2013 
http://www.newsroom.gov.bc.ca/2013/02/community-projects-help-welcome-newcomers-to-bc.html 
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space and the people in the space i.e. what was it about the place that made them feel welcome? They also 

were asked to identify elements, interactions or experiences that that did not make them feel welcome. 

WHY BE WELCOMING 

By 2030, Statistics Canada predicts that net immigration will account for all of Canada’s population growth. To 

compete internationally, a region’s ability to attract a ‘creative class’ of people that bring new vision, technical 

innovation and growth depends on its richness in diversity; and its openness to accepting different people and 

ideas.2  By making our community more welcoming for everyone, we can continue Canada’s long history of 

successfully integrating people from diverse backgrounds into the thriving country we have come to rely on. 

It is the effort to live in a country of peace and prosperity, with laws that are just, with people 

who are humane, and where citizens of all backgrounds encounter equal opportunities when 

they set out to realize their potential, contribute to their communities, participate in the 

Canadian economy, and engage the Canadian political system.
3
  

WHY PUBLIC SPACES MATTER 

Newcomers appear to use public spaces differently than longer term residents. In focus groups preparing for the 

Surrey Welcoming Spaces Project, newcomers named getting together with friends as their favourite activity in 

places such as shopping malls and parks. Newcomers use public spaces to connect with people. This is consistent 

with a 2012 Vancouver Foundation report: 

People who have lived in Canada for fewer than five years have a smaller network of close 

friends but they get together with them more frequently – 54% get together with close friends 

at least once a week. Compare this to people who have lived here six years or longer (38%). 

Of those who get together in a public space like a community centre or park, there is a large 

spike among people who have lived in Canada for fewer than five years. For that group, 64% 

use public spaces to get together, compared to 42% of longer-term Canadians.
4
 

DEFINING A ‘WELCOMING COMMUNITY’  

Over the years, the language of welcome has taken on many different forms.  In the 1990s, the term ‘welcoming 

community’ started to become popular and, while we all have ideas of what a welcoming community should be, 

the problem is of standards – how do we measure the welcoming nature of our community? What specific 

characteristics do we look for? What are the best practices that, if implemented, will make our communities 

more welcoming?  

                                                                 
2 How Canada Performs 2013: A Report Card on Canada, the Conference Board of Canada, 2013 
3 Michael Adams, Unlikely Utopia: The Surprising Triumph of Canadian Pluralism, 2007 
4 Connections and Engagement: A Survey of Metro Vancouver, the Vancouver Foundation, June 2012  
http://vancouverfoundation.ca/initiatives/connections-and-engagement 

http://vancouverfoundation.ca/initiatives/connections-and-engagement
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In 2010, Citizenship and Immigration Canada released, Characteristics of a Welcoming Community. This meta-

study examined 192 existing academic, government and regional documents to provide a review of the current 

state of knowledge of welcoming communities, and to identify their key characteristics. They defined a 

Welcoming Community as: 

 “…a place where there is “a strong desire to receive newcomers and to create an environment 

in which they will feel at home”. 

FINDINGS – SURREY SPACES 

The Spaces, representing a range of places with different functions, are to be commended for both their 

willingness to participate and their welcoming nature (see Appendix 4 for a full list). They took risks in having 

Reviewers visit them to give candid feedback on what they saw and encountered. The chart below illustrates the 

overall results of the 30 spaces in the study.  Five represents the maximum score in terms of how ’welcoming’ a 

space presented on the day of the visits. With an average score of 3.84, most spaces scored well into the 

welcoming range of 3 or higher. 

 

RESULTS – THE PEOPLE IN THE SPACES  

With an average score of 4.01, the people in the Surrey Spaces were also very welcoming. Again, any score 

above 3 is welcoming. The chart on the next page shows the results from all Reviewers. 

1

2

3

4

5

Comparing the 30 Spaces 
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BEST OR PROMISING PRACTICES NOTED 

A best practice is a concept which can work to solve a problem or possibly even trigger ideas on what else might 

work.5  Our Reviewers identified many ideas and concepts that they named as helping create an environment in 

which they felt welcomed. The best or promising practices observed by Reviewers occurred in many of the 

spaces and places they visited.  

Our intention with this project was to identify practices from the lens of a newcomer that can be shared and 

adopted in any space or place across Surrey or beyond. We also wanted to showcase how well Surrey is doing as 

a welcoming and inclusive community. Practices that shared common characteristics are described below.  

CULTURALLY INCLUSIVE WELCOMING SPACES 

The Fusion Festival, Queen Elizabeth Adult Learning Centre and Superstore were named by the Reviewers as 

feeling like they were “home.” During discussions, Reviewers identified two characteristics common to these 

astonishingly welcoming spaces: good customer service and recognizable cultural markers.  Perhaps it is not so 

much the markers themselves that impressed the Reviewers, but that the spaces went to the trouble to do this 

in a way visible to newcomers.  

“In the entrance I saw countries flags hanging in ceiling. It makes it feel like home.” 

“Good customer service, well organized, multicultural” 

“It is multicultural space, full of colours and awesome costumes. I feel Canada is a place full of 

many different people and accepting of them” 

                                                                 

5
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Best_practice 
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The People in the Spaces 
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Reviewers are also looking to learn about different cultures. During feedback sessions, Reviewers were very 

clear that in addition to seeing themselves represented in the spaces they visited, to feel at home in the space, 

they also wanted to learn about other cultures and fellow Canadians. For Reviewers, this was an important 

aspect to living in Canada.  

USEFUL SOCIAL SPACES 

The Fusion Festival, Guildford Mall, Bear Creek Park, City Centre Library, Starbucks and The Shops at Morgan 

Crossing were some of the spaces named by Reviewers as good places to meet their friends. Part of a 

community’s welcoming nature can be evaluated by the usefulness of the spaces for social interactions. From 

the Vancouver Foundation 2012 report, we know that newcomers use public spaces for social reasons.  

In terms of social usefulness, many of the spaces performed very well; especially those with amenities such as 

couches and coffee shops. During feedback sessions, Reviewers talked about how good the Guildford Town 

Centre was for shopping and for meeting with friends. It is not an accident that The Guildford Town Centre was 

one of the highest rated spaces in this study. Peggy White, General Manager of the mall, has paid close attention 

to the social ways that newcomers use the mall stating, “Many Guildford shoppers, particularly new Canadians, 

will settle in the food court in groups of eight to 10, then make smaller group forays into the stores.”6 

WELCOMING TO FAMILIES 

The YMCA, Bear Creek Park, Surrey Libraries, and the Guildford Recreation Centre were noted by Reviewers as 

having great facilities for entire families. The City Centre Library was recognized as welcoming and inviting to 

newcomers’ cultures and families. In terms of family friendliness, the Reviewers noted the many activities and 

spaces available for families, including a large children’s section and even a meditation room. Reviewers’ 

comments included, “amazing environment for study & reading for all ages”. 

The Tong Louie Family YMCA has taken conscious efforts to make their space more useful to families. They 

schedule activities so that families could visit the YMCA at the same time, with each family member able to 

attend a class or workshop of interest. The YMCA regularly surveys its clients to see if their community efforts 

are successful. In their internal survey, they found that being attached to the community at the YMCA had the 

effect of making clients feel attached to the larger community. This community effect was so strong that it made 

an impression on the first-time visitors.  

 “Part of their community. They made me feel welcome, happy.” 

“after being served, I felt it was so familiar and warm, just like an old friend.” 

 

 

 

                                                                 
6
http://www.vancouversun.com/business/Guildford+Town+Centre+million+renovation+driven+young+shoppers/8836516/story.html 
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EFFECTIVE AND USEFUL SERVICE 

Reviewers noted that many of the spaces had effective, organized services.  

 One of the Reviewers was surprised at how easy it was to get a library card, and amazed that she had 

one in her hands a few minutes after asking; 

 At the Surrey Health Units, Reviewers were pleased that the answers to their questions were available 

for them in brochures in various languages; 

 Surrey Adult Education Centres had brochures with information available very close to the information 

window. The Reviewers were able to find the information they were seeking even while they continued 

talking to the staff person; a fabulously useful setup; 

 Service Canada offices offered brochures with the answers to commonly asked questions and computers 

were also available to access more information; 

 At the Whalley Employment Service Centre, staff was always on hand in the resource room to answer 

questions and provide information; 

 Kwantlen Polytechnic University identified newcomers at the service counter and directed them to a 

specific office to better serve their needs. 

While many of the spaces in this study were very effective and well organized, the Surrey Food Bank deserves 

special praise. Serving over 14,000 clients each month, with no core funding, Reviewers reported their services 

as fantastically efficient. Information about how to use the food bank was available on a board at the front, in 

printed materials given to the Reviewers, and clearly explained by staff. The registration process was fast. The 

Surrey Food Bank was one of the few spaces that the Reviewers noted and commented on the system itself 

indicating that they had the feeling that it was very orderly and efficient.   

“Welcome, good services, people willing to give service, a good system” 

For all of these spaces, clear instructions in plain language format helps make processes more transparent and 

easier to understand. Having printed or online material is also highly appreciated as it gives newcomers a chance 

to study and reflect on options as well as check unfamiliar terminology should English be at a lower level. 

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 

The Fusion Festival, Queen Elizabeth Adult Education Centre, Surrey Museum, Guildford Mall, the YMCA, MCC 

Thrift Shop and the Surrey Libraries were some of the spaces named by Reviewers as having extraordinarily 

welcoming customer service.  They were accompanied by many more: 

 At the Fido store on King George and 74 Avenue, staff took the time to create bundles of services 

meeting customer needs; 

 102nd Avenue A&W staff listened carefully and took the time to design a delicious meal meeting the 

Reviewer’s dietary requirements; 

 The Starbucks on King George at 74 Street did not rush, but instead recommended a coffee-cake 

combination that the Reviewer described as delicious, changing his perception of Starbucks; 
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  At the Shoppers Drug Mart on 96 Avenue and 128 Street, staff welcomed customers as they walked in 

the store, and took time to explain the rewards card; 

 Thrifty Foods staff in the different departments consistently took time to listen to questions and 

respond with warm friendly smiles; 

 Staff at the Surrey Arts Centre also greeted Reviewers with big smiles and thoroughly answered 

questions while speaking clearly and slowly; 

 Reviewers, knowing that this was not their main role, appreciated transit staff who willingly offered help 

when asked for directions or information. 

In many, many spaces, Reviewers reported on the service they received that exceeded their expectations.   

Reviewers noticed staff going out of their way to respond to requests and also deliver information in a 

linguistically appropriate manner for individuals whose first language was not English. Regardless of paid staff or 

volunteers, it was the genuine spirit of wanting to help that impressed the Reviewers time and time again.  

“Of course, they even go the extra mile in helping you” 

LANGUAGE SERVICES 

S.U.C.C.E.S.S., Options Community Services Society, Guildford Recreation Centre, and Royal Bank (Newton), 

were some of the spaces that were noted by Reviewers as offering services in different languages. At 

S.U.C.C.E.S.S., some printed materials were available in many different languages with one Reviewer impressed 

to see a booklet written in Arabic.    

Reviewers noticed that there were Settlement Workers in Surrey Recreation Centres with service options in 

eight different languages. Reviewers were really impressed and stressed this was a very helpful service that 

takes into consideration family members who may have varying English language skills. 

While there was not any visible material in other languages at the Royal Bank, there were attempts to provide 

services in a different language. This is especially helpful for something as important and complicated as banking 

services.  It is also a more feasible option to hire staff who speak the languages represented in the community 

than having to invest in translation of materials. 

“At the end of my conversation with an account manager, he recommended another staff 

who can speak Mandarin and Cantonese to me in order to serve me better. It's good.”  

INSPIRING  SPACES  

The Fusion Festival, City Centre Library, Guildford Town Centre, the YMCA, and Simon Fraser University are 

some of the great spaces that, by virtue of their design, inspired the Reviewers. The spaces transcended mere 

usefulness. When in the SFU Surrey space, Reviewers were inspired to learn; in this space of higher learning, 

they could dream the newcomer’s dream of a better future.  Similarly, Reviewers described the City Centre 

Library as an amazing environment for study and reading. Reviewers said that the Fusion Festival was very 

beautiful, and lifted their spirits. 
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“I love this space.” 

“It makes me want to continue my study” 

“ended up with a life time experience of joy and celebration”  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Reviewers gave many positive detailed comments on the spaces and places they visited and also identified 

areas for improvement. While some recommendations were unique to the space, other ideas surfaced which 

could be extended to any space or place. These recommendations with suggestions for implementation follow. 

1. Culturally Inclusive Welcome 

Of all the spaces reviewed in this study, many were found welcoming but only a small handful were named 

by the Reviewers as feeling like they were “home.” As mentioned earlier, the two characteristics named by 

Reviewers as responsible for this astonishing welcome are good customer service and recognizable cultural 

markers.   

Consider: 

1. Installing cultural signs and symbols so that visitors recognize themselves or their fellow newcomers. 

For example, a sign that says “Welcome’ in various languages was noticed at the Surrey Library and 

seen as a way of that space reaching out to a more diverse audience. Ideally, the languages on the 

sign should represent the top language groups in Surrey. 

2. Encouraging staff with multiple language ability to address customers in their language of choice 

when necessary. 

3. Creating name tags for staff that state the languages in which they can offer service. 

4. Creating brochures and information handouts in languages common to Surrey (as per recent Census 

information or as found on www.getintheknow.ca).   

5. Conducting focus groups with newcomers to determine any further measures that could be taken to 

help your organization continue to spread a welcoming message as the community diversifies. Focus 

group participants could be recruited through current staff or their friends or family members (who 

have resettled in Surrey from outside of Canada) or through community agencies such as those 

listed in Appendix 3. 

 

2. Useful Social Space 

 

Although use of public space is not considered a primary characteristic of welcoming communities, various 

organizations and levels of government are beginning to note their importance in helping residents become 

integrated into the community. The National Working Group on Small Centre Strategies considers leisure a 

http://www.getintheknow.ca/
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key factor needed to create welcoming communities7. The Vancouver Foundation study noted that 83% of 

all residents had visited a public space within the past 12 months.8  Newcomers measure public spaces in 

terms of their social usefulness; a place to meet their friends. The spaces that have paid attention to this 

have performed very well.  

Consider: 

1. Creating spaces that allow for social opportunities i.e. lounge or meeting areas, coffee shops/snack 

bars and picnic areas including sheltered areas for our wet coastal climate. 

2. Collaborating with neighbouring spaces to increase local spaces’ social usefulness. For example, a 

package of complimentary services that directs patrons to nearby food service establishments (if 

none exist on site) and vice versa where nearby retailers can provide location and direction 

information for visitors looking for specific areas in nearby public places. 

3. Creating activities such as workshops (often attended for both content and social opportunities) that 

allow for various age groups and members of families to attend events of interest simultaneously.  

This could be collaborating among various stakeholders to coordinate start and end times so that 

parents can attend a financial service seminar while children are entertained by a story time and 

teens get time in nearby retail outlets or a recreation centre.  

4. Increasing awareness among newcomers of a space’s social usefulness.  This could include 

promoting social opportunities in program materials, on the website, social media and via the 

service providers who work with newcomers. 

5. Conducting focus groups with newcomers to identify possible social and recreation activities. 

 

3. A Culture of Welcome  

 

The Reviewers had good comments about the people at many of the spaces. What separated the very best 

spaces from the rest was the consistency and genuine feeling of service.  It was also easier for newcomers to 

feel welcome when they could understand what was being said. During focus groups, newcomers said that it 

is sometimes hard for them to understand people talking quickly and it really helps when people slow down.  

The effect of positive customer service is a good reminder and can be extended to any business or 

organization to ensure that staff or volunteers are trained and able to handle both expected and unexpected 

situations as they arise in a professional, appropriate manner.  

“It would be better, to serve customers with high initiative, working enthusiasm, and smile in 

greeting and reception.” 

 

                                                                 
7
 Citizenship and Immigration Canada. (2010). Characteristics of a Welcoming Community.  

Retrieved Sept 2013 from http://p2pcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/Characteristics-of-a-Welcoming-Community-11.pdf 
8
 Connections and Engagement: A Survey of metro Vancouver, The Vancouver Foundation. June 2012. 

http://vancouverfoundation.ca/initiatives/connections-and-engagement 
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Consider: 

1. Establishing customer service standards and encouraging peer training by ‘exemplar’ employees for 

new staff. 

2. Ensuring staff or volunteers take measures to accommodate customers who have lower English 

language skills. This may include encouraging or reminding staff to speak more slowly or even using 

different strategies such as changing their choice of words rather than repeating the same words 

when there is miscomprehension. Similarly, it is helpful to avoid idioms (phrases that do not 

translate literally) or ‘jargon’ that may be culturally bound or familiar only to those who have lived in 

the community for some time. Lastly, taking time to use effective listening skills is always a good 

habit. 

3. Conducting a future secret shopper review. 

4. Contacting one of the immigrant serving organizations to have them invite a newcomer 

representative to give a presentation about the effect of positive customer service they 

encountered at various organizations as they settled into their new life in Surrey; this idea is further 

described below. 

A Culture of Service 

In an article in the New York Times, Adam Grant, one of the highest rated professors in the 

United States, tells of the effects of showing the benefits of their work on customer service 

performance. Customer service representatives at a call center met a young man who told 

them how much his life had changed as a result of their service.  

  A month after the testimonial, the workers were spending 142 percent more time 

  on the phone and bringing in 171 percent more revenue, even though they were 

  using the same script. In a subsequent study, the revenues soared by more than  

  400 percent. 

  Eventually, having replicated the test five times, Grant was confident that he had 

  eliminated other explanations. It was almost as if the good feelings had bypassed 

  the callers’ conscious cognitive processes and gone straight to a more subconscious 

  source of motivation. They were more driven to succeed, even if they could not  

  pinpoint the trigger for that drive.
9
 

At work, we are more effective when we know that our work has value or an outcome. Newcomers too are 

affected by attempts to acknowledge their backgrounds and genuinely serve them. Even if they cannot 

name specific efforts, the attempt to include them culturally would make a real difference. As Adam Grant 

noted, the good feelings generated had bypassed the workers’ direct awareness. 

 

                                                                 
9 Is Giving the Secret to Getting Ahead? New York Times Magazine, March 27, 2013 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/31/magazine/is-giving-the-secret-to-getting-ahead.html?pagewanted=all&_r=2& 
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4. Promotion 

 

This project represented the first time that the Reviewers had visited many of the spaces in this study. They 

arrived curiously and left amazed at the welcoming spaces and people. Many of the Reviewers, however, 

wondered why they did know of some of these places.  

“I have been here for 3 years but I've never heard of [organization] before. I heard it from my 

classmate recently. I think this organization needs to let more people know about it.” 

There were also multiple instances of Reviewers having difficulty finding their designated space often 

because exterior signage was too small, unnoticeable or confusing.  One such Reviewer asked a 

representative at a community agency, across the street and in sight of her destination, however he also had 

no idea of where the space was located.  A map at a nearby skytrain station showed only some organizations.  

She only found the building because a transit security representative kindly took the time to look it up on his 

Smartphone. 

Consider: 

1. Establishing relationships and partnerships with neighbouring organizations to cross-promote to 

each other in order to become more aware of potential complimentary services or products and 

better serve each other’s customers.  

2. Encouraging staff or volunteers to visit nearby businesses and community services within walking 

distance. 

3. Hosting an open house to share information within the neighbourhood; invite all organizations 

within walking distance. 

4. Raising awareness with the general community by having more of a presence in and around spaces 

especially prior to and during special events.  For example, the Nanaimo Art Gallery has organized 

their Festival of Banners the past 26 years.  Anyone from professional artists to amateurs are invited 

to come together to create “to create beautiful one-of-a-kind works of art to enliven and add 

vibrancy to our city streets.”  Further details on this event can be found at Festival of Banners, 

www.nanaimoartgallery.com  

5. Inviting classes of newcomers into visit your organization so that both they and your staff or 

volunteers can share information and ask questions of each other. This could, in turn, lead to 

promotion to their own friends and family (see Appendix 3). 

6. Consulting with Translink to determine if your organization could be included on their 

neighbourhood map. 

7. Analyzing signage to determine if it is easy to see and that main entrances or directional signs are 

obvious for visitors. 

 

5. Cultural Awareness  

For two-way integration to be successful both the receiving community and newcomers need to adjust and 

learn from each other.  For newcomers who avail of settlement services, they can see and learn about 

http://www.nanaimoartgallery.com/
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Canadian culture while practicing in a safe environment.  Outside of these comfort zones, the nuances of 

cultural differences can often be very significant and even intimidating. 

In this study, access to one of the spaces was by donation; something we are accustomed to in North 

America. Some Reviewers, however, were confused by this either in terms of the concept or for those who 

had awareness, the location at the entrance before they could determine the ‘value’ of their visit and 

therefore make an appropriate donation.  Similarly others, prior to visiting some spaces, had previously 

labeled them as services or businesses for certain socio-economic classes or ethnic backgrounds.  It wasn’t 

until they spoke to the people in the space that their perceptions changed. 

Consider:  

1. Encouraging staff or volunteers to explore cultural differences that present themselves within your 

organization and to continuously look for hesitancy or discomfort in customers so that they can 

address it in a helpful rather than embarrassing manner. 

2. Analyzing the cultural effects on newcomers when creating displays or print material. 

3. Examining your own policy with an eye to how they would make newcomers feel.  

4. Conducting focus groups with newcomers who work in your organization or from one of the 

agencies listed in Appendix 3 to help assess any of the above and give more feedback on 

understanding cultural differences that can lead to better rapport between staff and customers. 

 

6. Sharing Best Practices  

 

Many spaces in Surrey have amazingly welcoming practices. As can be expected, the Fusion Festival, 

operated by the City of Surrey, was rated the very best in this study both in terms of space and people. 

Nevertheless, the range of other spaces that demonstrated a welcoming nature shows that best practices 

can be adopted anywhere regardless of function and service type. 

Consider: 

1. Analyzing and sharing your organization’s best practices with your staff teams, neighbouring 

businesses or networks. 

2. Examining other community-based programs for possible best practices and ideas. 

3. Expanding volunteer programs such as the adopt-a-street or Surrey’s Partners-in-Parks to other 

services.  Community organizations or individual members including newcomers could approach 

transit, for example to become station ambassadors in an ‘adopt-a-stop’ campaign. The 

ambassadors could perform tasks such as removing litter or reporting suspicious activity with the 

goal of improving safety in public spaces and places.   
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o US and international studies have shown that, similar to adopt-a-street campaigns, an 

‘adopt-a-stop’ promotion can make transit stations more attractive and potentially safer 

for users.  This, in turn, increases ridership.10   

ABOUT THE REVIEWERS 

After training and orientation, thirty Reviewers visited spaces across Surrey between July 2013 and January 2014.  

Visits were at random times of the day and week and each Reviewer was asked to visit 10 of the 30 spaces.  All 

Surrey residents, the Reviewers had arrived in Canada between 2007 and 2013, from 13 different countries. 

Some had visited the spaces before, many had not.  

 

Unique to this project, these recommendations are from current customers, residents and clients who are the 

diversity in Surrey.  We cannot overestimate the enthusiasm and dedication these individuals brought to their 

tasks as Reviewers.  Asked why they chose to volunteer, they indicated it was to help make their new 

community a great place for current and future residents.   

 

 

 

                                                                 
10 Good practice in station adoption, Rail Safety and Standards Board, United Kingdom 
http://www.rssb.co.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/pdf/reports/research/T639_rb_final.pdf 
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APPENDIX 1:  THE REVIEW TOOL 

Characteristics of a Welcoming Community makes the case that it is easiest to understand welcoming 

communities as having two dimensions: a spatial dimension and a discourse dimension. It is one of the reasons 

that the review tool examines both the space and the people.  

 

The two-paged review tool (condensed for formatting purposes here) has two sections, numerical and narrative. 

The numerical section is based on a survey tool created by The Public Policy Forum in Ottawa, “From 

Immigration to Participation: A Report on Promising Practices in Immigration.”11  It has numerical questions for 

spaces and people along with narrative questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                 
14 http://www.ppforum.ca/sites/default/files/from_immigration_to_participation_final_report.pdf 
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The numerical section is based on a survey tool created by The Public Policy Forum in Ottawa, “From 

Immigration to Participation: A Report on Promising Practices in Immigration.”12  It has numerical questions for 

spaces and people along with narrative questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
14 http://www.ppforum.ca/sites/default/files/from_immigration_to_participation_final_report.pdf 
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•Preparation & 
information 
gathering - 
multiple sources 

Pre Arrival 

•SIN, Healthcard, 
banking, license, 
schooling, 
directions  

First few 
days/weeks  •shopping, 

recreation 
activities, 
neighbourhood, 
city, province 

Community 
Discovery  

•job search, 
volunteerism, 
networking, job 
maintenance 

Labour Market 
or Community 

Attachment  

APPENDIX 2: METHODOLOGY 

Selection of Volunteer Reviewers 

Volunteer Reviewers selected were Surrey residents living in Canada less than 5 years and were representative of 

newcomers coming to Surrey in terms of country of origin, education; ages ranged from 27 to 56 with a fairly even mix of 

genders. Participants had to have intermediate to advanced English and be able to commit 20 hours for training, reviews 

and debriefs over two months. 

 

Overview of Training and the Review Tool 

By having newcomers review the welcoming nature of spaces and places, we hoped to find best practices that could be 

shared with other organizations and also recommendations that may help improve both business and service levels. Over 

the two training sessions, participants were introduced to the Review Tool and had an opportunity to ‘buddy’ up for a 

practice review. We wanted the Reviewers to learn that they were safe, that we would objectively capture their 

observations and feelings and that we valued their efforts and insights. Reviewers also reflected on the idea of bias or “lens” 

which is formed from their past life experience. We did not want to change their bias but rather capture impressions from 

our Reviewers based on the individual ‘lens’ they wear. They were then assigned their 10 spaces with each cycle of 

participants meeting after their reviews and handing in their reports.  

 

The debrief sessions resembled focus groups, where the volunteers discussed and shared their experiences. Some of the 

recommendations in this report emerged during these discussions.  The Reviewers enjoyed hearing the experiences of 

other Reviewers and had trust that they would not be judged for difference of opinion.   

 

Selecting Spaces within the Settlement Continuum 

The settlement process varies for each individual. BC has many resources to help with the settlement process ranging from 

a welcome centre at the airport to immigrant serving agencies with decades of experience, free English language classes, 

job search assistance, settlement workers in schools as well as a multitude of resources through municipal, faith and other 

community based organizations.  

 

The settlement continuum is the timeline of activities and services newcomers encounter as they become engaged in their 

new community. In choosing spaces for review, we tried to pick those that a newcomer may need to access over this 

continuum. In addition, over the course of the 30 locations, we ensured a cross-section of the entire Surrey region was 

represented. 
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APPENDIX 3: LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS SERVING IMMIGRANTS WITHIN SURREY 

 

SKILLS CONNECT FOR  
IMMIGRANTS PROGRAM 

OTHER IMMIGRANT  
FOCUSED AGENCIES 

WORKBC EMPLOYMENT  
SERVICE CENTRES 

 
Skills Connect at 
Douglas College 
10060 King George 
Highway  
Surrey, BC V3T 2W4 
Tel: 604-588-7772 
 
Skills Connect at 
Back in Motion 
#240–7525 King 
George Highway 
Surrey, BC V3W 5A8 
Tel: 604-575-3800 
Tel: 604-273-7600 
 
Skills Connect at 
ISSofBC 
#201–7337 137

th
 

Street 
Surrey, BC V3W 1A4 
Tel:  604-575-3800 
 
http://www.welcom
ebc.ca/Work/fqr/fqr
-qualifications/skills-
connect.aspx 

 
DIVERSEcity Community Resources 
Society 
#1107, 7330 - 137th Street,  
Surrey, BC, V3W 1A3 
Tel: 604-587-5628 x4013 
Website: www.dcrs.ca  
 
Immigrant Services Society of BC 
(ISSofBC) 
#201 – 7337 137

th
 Street 

Surrey, BC V3W 1A4 
Tel: 604-734-8916 
Website: www.issbc.org  
 
Options Community Services 
Society 
13520 - 78th Ave. 
Surrey, BC V3W 8J6 
Tel: 604-596-4321 
Website: www.options.bc.ca  
 
Progressive Intercultural Community 
Services Society (PICS) 
Unit 205, 12725 - 80th Avenue 
Surrey, British Columbia V3W 3A6 
Tel: 604-596-7722 
Website: www.pics.bc.ca  
 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 
#206-10090 152nd Street   
Surrey , BC  V3R 8X8   
Tel: 604-588-6869 
Website: www.successbc.ca  

 
Whalley ESC   
(Options Community Services Society) 
13655 104th Avenue 
Surrey, BC V3T 1W3 
Tel: 604 584-0003 
Email: 
contactWESC@options.bc.ca   
 
Newton ESC (Avia Employment 
Services) 
#240 – 7525 King George Boulevard 
Surrey, BC V3W 5A8  
Tel: 778-578-4272  
Email: 
avianewton@aviaemployment.ca   
 
Fleetwood/Guildford ESC (Pacific 
Community Resources Society) 
Suite 202 - 10334 152A Street 
Surrey, BC V3R 7P8  
Tel: 604 580-9740  
Email: 
info@surreyfleetwoodguildfordes
c.ca   
 
South Surrey ESC (Sources Community 
Resources Society) 
#208 1461 Johnston Road 
White Rock, BC V4B 0A2  
Tel: 604 542-7590  
Email: 
whiterock.esc@sourcesbc.ca   
 
Cloverdale ESC  (Sources Community 
Resources Society) 
Suite 101, 5783 – 176A Street  
Surrey, BC V3S 6S6  
Tel:604 576-3118  
Email: cloverdale.esc@sourcesbc.ca    

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.welcomebc.ca/Work/fqr/fqr-qualifications/skills-connect.aspx
http://www.welcomebc.ca/Work/fqr/fqr-qualifications/skills-connect.aspx
http://www.welcomebc.ca/Work/fqr/fqr-qualifications/skills-connect.aspx
http://www.welcomebc.ca/Work/fqr/fqr-qualifications/skills-connect.aspx
http://www.dcrs.ca/
http://www.issbc.org/
http://www.options.bc.ca/
http://www.pics.bc.ca/
http://www.successbc.ca/
mailto:contactWESC@options.bc.ca
mailto:avianewton@aviaemployment.ca
mailto:info@surreyfleetwoodguildfordesc.ca
mailto:info@surreyfleetwoodguildfordesc.ca
mailto:whiterock.esc@sourcesbc.ca
mailto:cloverdale.esc@sourcesbc.ca
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APPENDIX 4: THE 30 SPACES 

 

 

1. A&W 

2. Bear Creek Park 

3. Fido 

4. Fusion Festival 

5. Guildford Town Centre 

6. Guildford Recreation Centre 

7. Kwantlen Polytechnic University 

8. MCC Thrift Shop 

9. Newton Exchange 

10. Newton Library 

11. Options Community Services Society 

12. Royal Bank of Canada 

13. Rogers Wireless 

14. Service Canada 

15. Simon Fraser University  

16. Shoppers Drug Mart 

17. Starbucks 

18. S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 

19. Real Canadian Superstore  

20. The Shops at Morgan Crossing 

21. Surrey Adult Education Centres  

22. Surrey Arts Centre / Culture Days 

23. Surrey Central SkyTrain Station 

24. Surrey City Centre Library 

25. Surrey Food Bank 

26. Surrey Museum 

27. Surrey Public Health Units 

28. Thrifty Foods 

29. Whalley Employment Service Centre 

30. YMCA 
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APPENDIX 5: SURREY WELCOMING COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE 

 

1. Alexandra Neighbourhood House 

2. City of Surrey Social Planning (Contract Manager)  

3. DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society  

4. Douglas College, The Training Group 

5. Fraser Health Authority 

6. Fraser Region Aboriginal Friendship Centre 

7. Immigrant Services Society of BC 

8. Kwantlen Polytechnic University 

9. Oak Avenue Neighbourhood Hub Society 

10. Options Community Services Society 

11. Pacific Community Resources (PCRS) 

12. Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS) 

13. Semiahmoo House Society 

14. Simon Fraser University, Community Education Program 

15. Sources BC 

16. S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Surrey Delta Service Centre 

17. Surrey Foundation 

18. Surrey Museum  

19. Surrey Schools District  #36 

20. Surrey Parks, Recreation & Culture 

21. The Surrey Board of Trade  

22. Surrey Libraries 

23. Surrey RCMP  

24. Umoja Operation Compassion Society 

25. YMCA 

 

 “Communities and workplaces 

that are welcoming and inclusive 

are integral to the successful 

settlement and integration of 

newcomers.” 

Canada-British Columbia Immigration 

Agreement, 2010 

 

“Integration is a two-way 

process, which involves 

commitment on the part of 

Immigrants and Refugees to 

adapt to life in Canada and on 

the part of Canadians to welcome 

and adapt to new people and 

cultures”  

Canada-British Columbia Immigration 

Agreement, 2010 

 


